Central Arkansas Mountain Pilots
Summer Update

6/15/10

We fly and maintain landowners relations at the following sites: Nebo
(H-3*/H-4), Magazine (H-3*/H-4), Short (H-2), Jasper (H-2) and Petit
Jean (H-2).
End of Summer Nebo Fly-in 8/28-29 and Magazine Labor Day Weekend
9/4-6.

There have been reports on the Region 6 digest of Pipeline
possibly being opened back up. May need some work
parties. This was a NW site.
Allen reports the club balance to be $541.16 (17 pilots have paid for
’10) of which $170.00 is reserved for improvements to Nebo N.E.
launch and $371.16 is in the general fund.
This year we paid BMF $313.34 to insure Nebo and Magazine
($156.67 per site). Albrights Driveway maintenance for the year was
$100.00 again.

Going over my meeting notes from our meeting 3/13/10 would like to give
some updates on some of the things discussed.
A revised release has been sent to the Magazine LZ owner, so far no
response.
Steve P. had put forth the idea of an LZ fund. Have not heard where this is.
The idea for a Web presence was passed. Mike K. gives an update:
“I would like to have a few photos from some of the local CAMP’ers
showing some good shots of launches at Mag and Nebo.
Also would like someone to write up the Introductory text that would speak
about the club, it's membership and function as far as the sites that CAMP
oversees. Make mention of how long the club has been active, it's

affiliations and associations with State Parks, USHPA and such.
Who has the skills?
Have secured the domain name "centralarkansasmountainpilots.org" for
the CAMP’ers web site. Will be awaiting text content as well as some
photos that can be used on the web site.
Server space is set up and I am ready to put the content together as soon
as it comes in.
Looking for someone to give me the basic info such as when the club was
formed, it's associations and affiliations, the sites which it manages, club
goals and current projects as well as future plans.
Mike

Dues for the Current year are $20, additions donations gladly
accepted (Albright drive maintenance, Nebo N.E. dirt fund, etc.) and
applications can be had at our group site, under “Files” section, here:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/campnebo
Look at the “Database” section for a list of the current members.
Applications can also be found here:
http://www.ouachitahanggliding.com/
under the “Clubs” section.
Take the time to fill one out and mail it off to Allen.
Region 6 discussions and (and sometimes cussin’s) can be found
here:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Region6/

Other useful info:
http://www.adptfoi.com/Parks/Park%20Operations%20Manual/PD3075%20
Hang%20Gliding%20and%20Repelling%20Rules%20and%20Regulations.p
df
http://www.ushpa.aero/forms/pkt_Chapter_Application.pdf
http://www.ushpa.aero/documents/SOP/SOP-06-01.pdf
Flying has been kind of light so far. James did put out a useful guide
for going between Magazine and Nebo XC. I did not realize there
were DNL (do not land) fields east of Rick’s at Magazine. Whether or
not they are still active, thanks James!!!
Remember, Phil, Allen and I won’t be running next spring. The club
hinges on your involvement. Contact one of us for the office you
might be interested in.
Walter Jordan
C.A.M.P. VP/Sec.

